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The dedicated team of 

JacksonWhite Law is here to help.
 





JacksonWhite offers a full range of legal services to assist individuals, families and businesses in achieving success in a wide range of legal matters.
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Meet JacksonWhite Law
 





We are a full-service law firm serving clients throughout Arizona. 
 





Our team of attorneys provides insightful and advanced legal solutions to individuals, families, small businesses and large corporations throughout Arizona. We use a collaborative approach to create unique legal solutions.
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Word on the Street
 





Our clients and peers love JacksonWhite and our thousands of reviews online show it. Here are just a few of our ratings on review and directory websites that feature JacksonWhite Attorneys at Law.
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My experience with the JacksonWhite Law Firm was Star 5 “ALL THE WAY!”
I was COMPLETELY LOST when it came to the legal task that had been placed on me, however; after receiving guidance from a caring member of The Firm, I am VERY happy to say that everything turned out flawlessly.
I would “highly” recommend the JacksonWhite Law Firm to everyone seeking help with “Elder Law.”


Morgan Briley 
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After researching several referrals for attorneys to help with my mother’s estate, I chose Ryan Hodges at Jackson White Law. Ryan made the process simple and straightforward. Appointments were easy to schedule and he answered all my questions and concerns, including on how the estate would be handled from out of state. All correspondences from Ryan were clear and concise. With Ryan’s help the estate was settled. 

Lori M. 
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My family worked with Ryan Hodges while settling the estate of my late grandfather. On behalf of our family, we have nothing but kind words to say for Ryan and his team. They were extremely helpful throughout the estate process, answered all of our questions (and even questions we didn’t know to ask), and made such a hard time much simpler. I would recommend Ryan and this firm to anyone looking for a trustworthy, supportive, and empathetic estate attorney. 

Judy Isme 
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Evan and his team were fantastic through the whole process. Very responsive with letting me know what stages my case were in and he got me the best possible result. Would recommend 10/10 to anyone needing a great defense lawyer. 

Cameron Kammers 
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I needed an emergency guardianship quickly, JacksonWhite Law was responsive, knowledgeable, experienced and patient. Communication was key in resolving my dilemma, stay focused was critical to a positive result to this stressful situation. Thank you all for the help and guidance. 

Pamela Winters 
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After exhausting all areas of reason with my elderly parent, I reached out to Jackson White. I received a call from Spencer Wilkinson on a holiday. After explaining my situation and my utter defeat getting anything done on my own, he said.... "We have an army" and I would not need to worry about the safety of my parent anymore. In a bit over 6 weeks, I now have temporary orders in place and a plan for my parent to be somewhere safe with medication management and a sense of peace knowing that she has a place to engage with other people, partake in activities and that, should the need arise for medical help, there is someone there 24/7. None of that would have happened as seamlessly if it weren't for Spencer, Colton, Koby, Brianna and the rest of their "army". I CANNOT express the gift they have provided for myself and my parent. 

Isa Alpizar 
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This was my first accident and I had no clue what to do or where to start after. Wasnt just me in the accident but my family. I reached out to Jackson White and thats when I met Daniel Melchor. He took care of everything for me. Made the entire process an ease and kept me informed every step of the way. I felt like he cared about my situation and am genuinely happy with the out come. He got me exactly what I asked for. 

Tommie Payan 
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They have been a godsend to me when I was struggling to know what to do they knew the answers. I trust them and now they continue to provide the support I need. Always quick to respond when I email or need to leave a voicemail with questions. 

Teresa Colman 
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JacksonWhite Law was recommended by a knowledgeable colleague as the best company to assist me in navigating the Arizona Long Term Care System. Thanks to these fine attorneys my aging relative was accepted into ALTCS. From acceptance until now I have worked with the extremely efficient elder care specialist Shannon Campbell. I am immensely grateful for her attention to my case. 

Trevor Holliday 
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Very satisfied with the attention given to my case after being in a car accident. Everything has been explained thoroughly and completed in a timely and effective manner. Would absolutely recommend! 

Dominic Filardi 
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Our Locations
 





From our three main locations in Mesa, Scottsdale and Peoria, we provide comprehensive legal services to all of Arizona, including cities around the metro Phoenix area. Learn more about areas we serve and our main locations below.
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Mesa Location


Located in the heart of Downtown Mesa



Learn More 
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Scottsdale Location


Located near Fashion Center Mall



Learn More 
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Peoria Location


Centrally located in the West Valley



Learn More 






























Recent Case Results
 





Our attorneys’ experience and expertise leads to case results and success stories that speak to our commitment to every client. Learn more about some of our most recent case results in criminal law, personal injury, elder law and eminent domain.
 
























$1,500,000 Personal Injury Settlement
Motorcyclist Involved in Crash
Motorcyclist involved in an automobile collision which resulted in multiple injuries to our client, including broken limb and contusions. 

 


Case Dismissed 
DUI |Tucson City Court
Client was changed with DUI by Tucson PD. After reviewing evidence, our attorneys found multiple issues with blood lab results and case was dismissed and all charged were dropped.  

 


Preserved $400,000 Inheritance
Obtained ALTCS Benefits without Spend Down
After being diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, our client entered a care home that cost $7,500 a month. She feared she would outlive her savings. We were able to prepare strategic gifting, where she gifted enough of her assets to qualify for ALTCS.

 


$21,000,000 Obtained for Private Land Owner
Judge Awards Large Settlement 
Land owner received notice of a property taking for a public use. Initial offers with the government entity were extremely low. Using unique appraisal techniques, we were able to secure a judgment reflective of the true value of the property.

 



























Need help deciding which attorney is right for you?

 





Fill out the form to discuss your case and best legal options.
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About Us
 





JacksonWhite Law offers a full range of legal services to assist individuals, families and businesses in achieving success through out the state of Arizona on a wide range of legal matters.
The information provided on this website does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal advice; instead, all information, content, and materials available on this site are for general informational purposes only.
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Contact Us
 





Phone: (480) 464-1111
Fax: (480) 464-5692
 











Locations
 





Serving All of Arizona
 





Mesa
40 N. Center St, Suite 200
Mesa, AZ 85201
 









 
Get Directions










Scottsdale
5635 N. Scottsdale Rd, Suite 170
Scottsdale, AZ 85250
 









 
Get Directions










Peoria
16165 N. 83rd Ave, Suite 200
Peoria, AZ 85382
 









 
Get Directions
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